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Many bacteria rely on active cell appendages, such as type IV pili, to move over substrates and
interact with neighboring cells. Here, we study the motion of individual cells and bacterial colonies,
mediated by the collective interactions of multiple pili. It was shown experimentally that the
substrate motility of Neisseria gonorrhoeae cells can be described as a persistent random walk with
a persistence length that exceeds the mean pili length. Moreover, the persistence length increases
for a higher number of pili per cell. With the help of a simple, tractable stochastic model, we
test whether a tug-of-war without directional memory can explain the persistent motion of single
Neisseria gonorrhoeae cells. While persistent motion of single cells indeed emerges naturally in
the model, a tug-of-war alone is not capable of explaining the motility of microcolonies, which
becomes weaker with increasing colony size. We suggest sliding friction between the microcolonies
and the substrate as the missing ingredient. While such friction almost does not affect the general
mechanism of single cell motility, it has a strong effect on colony motility. We validate the theoretical
predictions by using a three-dimensional computational model that includes explicit details of the
pili dynamics, force generation and geometry of cells.

I. INTRODUCTION

When one thinks of moving bacteria, one typically
imagines cells that swim with the help of flagella [1, 2].
However, most bacteria exist in close association with
substrates and developed a variety of tools to medi-
ate motion over a wide range of surfaces such as hulls
of ships [3], medical catheters [4] and within the hu-
man body [5, 6]. Many bacteria, both gram-negative
(such as Neisseria meningitidis [7], Pseudomonas aerug-
inosa [8–10] and Myxococcus xanthus [11]) and gram-
positive (such as Clostridium difficile [12, 13]), use so-
called type IV pili for the motion over substrates and
attachment to other cells. Pili are several microns long
filaments that emerge from the surface of cells. Due to
cycles of protrusion, attachment, and retraction, pili can
mediate motion of the cell by a mechanism reminiscent
of a grappling hook [14] (see Fig. 1a). During this pro-
cess, individual retracting pili can generate forces of up
to 100− 180 pN [15–17]. The retraction is caused by the
molecular motor pilT via disassembly of the pilus fila-
ment [18, 19]. Additionally, pili mediate the formation
of bacterial microcolonies, precursors of biofilms, by pili-
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pili-interactions. Bacteria without pili are no longer able
to agglomerate [20–23].

While in this study we focus on the bacterium N. gon-
orrhoeae (see Fig. 1b), the suggested models and results
can be broadly applied to other bacteria that use type
IV pili for the motion on a substrate. For the motility
of N. gonorrhoeae a wide range of experimental obser-
vations have been described [17, 20, 24–26], making it a
suitable model organism for our study. One of the in-
teresting observations is that the motion of individual
bacteria can be described as a persistent random walk
with a characteristic length scale that exceeds the mean
pili length [24]. Previously, it has been suggested that
the persistence of the motion originates from a direc-
tional memory of the pili [17]. The directional memory
is generated by re-elongation of fully retracted pili in the
same direction and by the bundling of neighboring pili.
In the same study, it has been suggested that the direc-
tional memory is also responsible for the experimentally
observed increasing persistence length of the motility for
cells with an increasing number of pili [17, 24].

Next to single cell motility, pili are also involved in the
formation of bacterial microcolonies, mediated by pili-
pili-interactions [20, 21]. The microcolonies possess a
spherical shape (see Fig. 1c) and can move on substrates,
similarly to single cells. By analyzing trajectories of mi-
crocolonies moving over a substrate it has been shown
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FIG. 1. The mechanism of pili-mediated motion of aggre-
gates. (a) Grappling hook mechanism of type IV pili. Pili
are initially not attached to a substrate. When a retracting
pilus is attached to a substrate, it will generate a pulling force
that can mediate motion of the cell. (b) Electron microscope
image of a single cell of N. gonorrhoeae with several individ-
ual pili. Scale bar = 1 µm. (c) Electron microscope image of
a microcolony of N. gonorrhoeae sitting on a substrate. The
electron microscope images were contributed by Prof. Nicolas
Biais (Brooklyn College, CUNY, NY, USA).

that the microcolonies exhibit a decreasing motility with
increasing colony size [20].

By imagining microcolonies as single cells with increas-
ing size and number of pili, we are confronted with a
discrepancy: while a higher number of pili enhances the
motility of single cells, the motility of microcolonies is
reduced. One possible reason for this behavior could be
the increasing hydrodynamic friction of microcolonies.
Both, single cells and large colonies, moving on a sub-
strate within a fluid are subject to a hydrodynamic drag
force. Neglecting the impact of the substrate on hydro-
dynamic flows, the Einstein-Stokes equation provides an
approximative estimate for the drag force, F = 6πηRv,
with the viscosity η of the surrounding fluid. Cells and
colonies move with a characteristic velocity of around
2 µm/s over a substrate, corresponding to a drag force
of less than 0.2 pN. If a cell is approximated as a sphere
moving parallel to a wall in a viscous fluid, the result-
ing hydrodynamic effects of the substrate increase the
drag force and increase the friction force up to three to
four times [27]. These forces are considerably smaller
than the force generated by an individual pilus, which
can reach up to 100− 180 pN [19], and smaller than the
lowest measured unbinding forces with the substrates of
1.2 pN [17]. If the hydrodynamic friction only weakly af-
fects the motility of cells and microcolonies, then what
can explain the decreasing motility of colonies with in-
creasing colony size? Here, we suggest that sliding fric-
tion between the substrate and the colony can be the key
to explaining the decrease in motility of microcolonies
with increasing size, as seen in the experiment [20].

As even the motion of a single cell exhibits quite
complex behavior, we developed a quasi one-dimensional

model to understand the physical mechanism underlying
pili-mediated cell motility. We show that a tug-of-war
mechanism can be sufficient to explain the emergence of
persistent motion of individual cells without invoking ad-
ditional assumptions, such as directional memory. The
tug-of-war mechanism also recovers the increasing per-
sistence with increasing total number of pili of an indi-
vidual cell. We also apply the stochastic model to ex-
plain the reduced motility of microcolonies and discuss
the role of sliding friction. To benchmark the results
of the stochastic model, we use a previously developed
three-dimensional model (see Refs. [23, 28] and summa-
rized in Appendix A). It reproduces the motion of a cell
by accounting for the dynamics of its pili and correspond-
ing forces. In Appendix A, we introduce an extension
of the three-dimensional model, allowing us to consider
the sliding friction between the substrate and cells and
colonies.

Before we introduce the methods that we use to de-
scribe substrate motility of cells and aggregates, we first
summarize the main features of pili-mediated motion of
N. gonorrhoeae known from experiments and introduce
two parameter sets, corresponding to different pictures
of the pili binding and unbinding dynamics.

A. Properties of N. gonorrhoeae bacteria and its
pilus apparatus

Bacteria of N. gonorrhoeae have the shape of a diplo-
coccus, two spheres (each with a radius of around
0.5 µm [25]) attached to each other forming a dumb-
bell [29] (see Fig. 1b). A single cell possesses around
10-20 pili [17, 24, 25] that are homogeneously distributed
on its surface [26]. With the help of electron microscopy,
it was shown that pili have a diameter of approximately
6 nm [11, 30] and an exponential length distribution with
a mean length of lchar = 0.9− 1.2 µm [24, 25]. Pili can
be described as semiflexible polymers with a persistence
length of 5 µm [31, 32]. Pili are assembled from pilin
subunits within the membrane of the bacteria and pro-
trude with the velocity vpro ≈ 2 µm/s. They stochasti-
cally switch to the retraction state, in which a pilus re-
tracts with a velocity vret ≈ 1− 2 µm/s, due to the dis-
assembly of the filament. The molecular motor pilT is
responsible for the retraction of the pilus [19, 33]. The re-
traction continues until the pilus is completely retracted.

Pili bind stochastically to substrates. The exact mech-
anism of how type IV pili bind to substrates is not com-
pletely understood. It has been suggested that pili pos-
sess key residues of the pilin subunits that are involved in
adhesion and are only exposed at the tip [34–36]. Other
studies suggest that there might be further proteins asso-
ciated with pili binding that are not only located at the
tip of the pili but can also be rarely found along the fila-
ment [37, 38]. Additionally, in a recent study, it has been
suggested that pili in the protrusion state will immedi-
ately switch to the retraction state after attachment [39].
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TABLE I. Detachment forces, F
(1)
det and F

(2)
det , detachment

times, τ
(1)
det and τ

(2)
det and attachment rates Katt for the fast

and slow parameter sets. The values of the fast parameter
set were taken from [17].

fast slow

F
(1)
det [pN] 1.24 180

F
(2)
det [pN] 33.8

τ
(1)
det [s] 0.85 10

τ
(2)
det [s] 0.04 0
Katt [Hz] 15 0.5

If an attached pilus is retracting, it generates a pulling
force. The sum of all pili-mediated forces causes the
translational and rotational motion of the cells. Further-
more, a pulling force F acting on a pilus affects its retrac-
tion velocity, a process that is known as stalling with the
characteristic stalling force Fs. Stalling can be described
by the following force-velocity relation:

v = −max

[
0, vret

(
1− F

Fs

)]
, (1)

where the minus sign describes the shortening of the pilus
during retraction. The stalling force is approximately
Fs ≈ 100− 180 pN and represents the maximal force a
retracting pilus can generate [33, 40]. The rate Kdet with
which a pilus detaches from the substrate is also force-
dependent [17] and can be approximated by

Kdet(F ) =
1

τ
(1)
det exp

(
− F

F
(1)
det

)
+ τ

(2)
det exp

(
− F

F
(2)
det

) . (2)

While the general exponential form of this equation is
motivated by Kramer [41] and Bell et al. [42], the sum
of two exponential functions in the denominator is based
on experimental measurements [17].

B. Two pictures of the binding and unbinding
dynamics of pili

From previous studies [10, 17, 25], we are confronted
with two different regimes of how pili bind to and unbind
from the substrate. These two regimes are incorporated
in this study by two parameter sets for the detachment

forces, F
(1)
det and F

(2)
det , and detachment times, τ

(1)
det and

τ
(2)
det, referred to fast and slow (see Table I).

The parameters of the fast set were taken from the
literature for the attachment of N. gonorrhoeae pili to
BSA coated silica beads [17]. For this parameter set, pili
only bind weakly to the substrate, but frequently. For the
slow parameter set, pili bind less frequently, but more
stably. This picture has been suggested in a previous
study [25].

In the following, we investigate whether the collective
interactions of pili of a single cell or a colony, particularly
the force-dependent detachment, is sufficient to be the
driving mechanism of the persistent motion of cells.

II. STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR
PILI-MEDIATED CELL AND COLONY MOTION

In this section, we introduce a stochastic model for cell
motility, which relies on a tug-of-war mechanism. Such
mechanisms are frequently found to explain cargo trans-
port along filaments by molecular motors [43–45], where
molecular motors pull on a cargo in opposite directions.
Due to the stochastic attachment of the motors to the
filament and slip bond behavior of attached motors, com-
plex collective behavior, such as persistent motion, can
emerge.

Here, we map the three-dimensional process of cell and
colony motility on a two-dimensional substrate to a one-
dimensional stochastic tug-of-war model. To perform the
mapping, we explicitly consider the geometry of the pili,
operating both for a single cell and a colony, and analyti-
cally estimate the parameters required for the stochastic
model. Afterwards, we define the master equation for
the stochastic model and use it to describe the motility
of individual cells and colonies.

A. Mapping of binding and geometric features of
pili to the one-dimensional motion

For simplicity, we initially focus on individual cells and
later extend our description for microcolonies. This can
be done because we assume an identical geometry for
cells and colonies: both are described as spheres possess-
ing multiple pili. For the mapping of the binding and
geometric features of the pili, the diplococcus shape of
single cells can be neglected.

In the stochastic model, a cell is assumed to have
a spherical shape with radius R sitting directly on a
substrate (see Fig. 2a). The simple spherical geome-
try enables us to estimate the parameters of the one-
dimensional stochastic model from the binding dynamics
of pili, originally a three-dimensional system. A cell pos-
sesses N pili that protrude from a surface point charac-
terized by a polar angle θ (see Fig. 2a). In Appendix B,
we develop a theoretical model of pili to analyze the prop-
erties of the pilus attachment points. In this model, the
pili protrude from the surface of a spherical cell with the
velocity vpro until they reach a length corresponding to
an exponential length distribution with the mean length
lchar [24, 25] and then start to retract with the veloc-
ity vret. Both velocities have approximately the same
value, thus we set vpro = vret [19]. Upon contact, the
pilus slides along the surface. The tip of the pili can
attach to the substrate with a rate Katt. Attached pili
protrude, on average, from the cell surface at an angle
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FIG. 2. Schematics of the stochastic model and geometry of the cells and colonies within this model. For the stochastic
model, we assume that the shape of cells and colonies can both be approximated as spheres. For simplicity, we will talk about
cells in the following. (a) Sketch of a cell on top of a substrate. It possesses multiple pili (gray lines). For the black colored
pilus, the position is shown for three different time points. At t1, the pilus has the length lmin and reaches the substrate.
The pilus continues to slide along the substrate by modeling it as an infinitely stiff polymer with negligible pivotal stiffness.
It stochastically binds to the substrate at time t3. At this time it has the length l. (b) Sketch of the quantities needed to
determine the pili length l‖, projected on the surface, and the angle at which an attached pilus protrudes from the cell, α. (c)
Sketch of a cell in the stochastic model. In this example, the cell possesses three pili in total. The number of pili bound to the
left and right sides are given by Nl and Nr. The pili can constantly change their states due to attachment, detachment, and
the motion of the cell. (d) Allowed states and transitions in the model for a cell with a total number of three pili. The arrows
show the transition between the different states (Nl, Nr). In the model, a cell is moving if a nonzero number of pili is attached
only to one side. (e) Sketch of the transition of pili states due to motion over a pilus attachment point. Initially, all pili are on
the right side and pull on the cell. Due to the motion of the cell and the different distances of the pilus attachment points, at
some time point, the cell moves completely over one of the pili. This pilus then switches to the opposite side.

〈α〉 (see Fig. 2b). The pili attach with an effective rate
Keff to the substrate at a point that is defined by the
mean 〈l‖〉, projected on the substrate (see Fig. 2b). The
effective attachment rate Keff , the mean angle 〈α〉, and
the mean length 〈l‖〉 of the pili result from the interplay
of the geometry of a spherical cell sitting on top of a sub-
strate and the growth dynamics of pili. We find that the
probability of attachment for a single pilus is given by

Γ(R) =
2lchar

2lchar + latt

[
1 +

R

lchar
exp

(
R

lchar

)
Ei

(
− R

lchar

)]
(3)

with the attachment length latt = vret/Katt, denoting the
mean distance a pilus protruding with velocity vret and
attaching to a substrate with the rate Katt. The larger a
cell or the shorter the pili, the less likely it is for them to
attach to a substrate. From this probability and the time
it takes for a pilus to reach the substrate, we estimate the
effective attachment rate Keff of a single pilus and find

(see Appendix B)

Keff(R) = Γ(R)vret

latt −R+R ln
(
R
latt

)
(latt −R)

2 . (4)

Similarly to the probability of attachment Γ(R), the ef-
fective attachment rate Keff(R) of a single pilus of a cell
is decreasing with increasing cell size or decreasing mean
pili length. A related calculation also provides us with
the mean angle 〈α〉 and the mean projected length 〈l‖〉.

The resulting parameter values for the motion of a sin-
gle cell are shown in Table II for the two parameter sets
from Table I. Further parameters required for the cal-
culation of the values given in Table II, specifically the
cell radius R, the protrusion and retraction velocity vpro

and vret, and the mean pili length lchar are given in Ta-
ble III.

Since an attached pilus emerges at an angle 〈α〉 from
the surface of the cell, the force of a pilus has a normal
component, pulling the cell towards the substrate, and a
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TABLE II. Given are the effective attachment rate Keff of the
pili and the mean projected length 〈l‖〉 and the mean angle 〈α〉
of attached pili. For the computation of these parameters we
take parameters from Table III.

fast slow
Keff [Hz] 1.95 0.09
〈l‖〉 [µm] 0.59 1.58
〈α〉 2.03 1.78

tangential component, mediating the motion of the cell.
The normal force mediates sliding friction with the sub-
strate, with the coefficient β [46]. The sliding friction
counteracts the tangential forces pulling on the cell and
alters the force balance. To highlight this point, we con-
sider a cell that possesses only one pilus which is attached
and mediates a force F . The absolute value of the nor-
mal force component relative to the substrate is given by
F⊥ = −F cos〈α〉 and the absolute value of the tangential
component is given by F‖ = F sin〈α〉. Then, the total
force that acts on the cell due to this particular pilus in
the tangential direction relative to the substrate is given
by max

[
0, F‖ − βF⊥

]
. In the model, we neglect torques

and resulting rotations of the cell.
We can now construct the master equation that de-

scribes the motility of cells on a substrate in one dimen-
sion.

B. Master equation for the stochastic model

In the stochastic model, a cell is modeled as a spherical
particle moving through a viscous fluid with the transla-
tional mobility µt. It has multiple pili on its left and right
sides that stochastically bind to and unbind from the
substrate (see figure 2c). Attached pili generate pulling
forces that act on the cell. We neglect the dynamics
needed to reach the stationary state of the pilus pulling
force, since the pilus spring constant kpili is very high,
allowing us to ignore its relaxation dynamics [16].

The cell has a probability P (Nl, Nr) to have Nl pili at-
tached to the left side and Nr pili attached to the right
side. Due to the binding and unbinding dynamics, the
cell switches between different states, thus affecting the

TABLE III. Parameters of the stochastic model for the de-
scription of single cells.

Name Value Ref.
Radius of single cell R [µm] 0.7 [25]
Number of pili N 15 [25]
Translational mobility µt [µm/(s pN)] 10 [17]
Protrusion velocity vpro [µm/s] 2 [33]
Retraction velocity vret [µm/s] 2 [33]
Mean pili length lchar [µm] 1.5 [24, 25]
Pili stalling force Fs [pN] 180 [17, 33]

probability of each state. To characterize the dynamics
of the probability P (Nl, Nr), we use a master equation
approach. The master equation incorporates the follow-
ing processes that can mediate transitions between states
(see Fig. 2d): attachment of free pili to the substrate,
load-dependent detachment of attached pili and transi-
tions due to the motility of cells over the pili attachment
points.

The dynamics of the probability P (Nl, Nr) of the state
(Nl, Nr), is described by the master equation

dP (Nl, Nr)

dt
=

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

TNlNr
(i, j)P (i, j), (5)

where the transition matrix T is constructed from the
rates corresponding to the transitions between the states
(Nl, Nr). We will now define these rates and describe the
emerging motion of cells.

1. Attachment

A single pilus attaches to the substrate with an ef-
fective rate Keff . The transitions corresponding to
the attachment of pili to the left side are given by
(Nl, Nr)→ (Nl + 1, Nr) and (Nl, Nr)→ (Nl, Nr + 1) for
binding to the right side. For an individual cell, the num-
ber of non-attached pili Nfree is given by

Nfree = N −Nl −Nr, (6)

and we assume that whether a pilus will attach to the
left or right side is not dependent on the current state
(Nl, Nr). The transition rates for a single cell are then
given by

k
(cell)
att,l = k

(cell)
att,r = NfreeKeff , (7)

where k
(cell)
att,l and k

(cell)
att,r are the rates for any pilus to at-

tach to the left and right sides of the cell respectively.

2. Detachment

The detachment of a pilus is load-dependent (see
Eq. (2)). Thus, we first need to calculate the forces acting
on the pili on both sides (see Appendix C). The charac-
teristic force of a pilus is its stalling force Fs (see Eq. (1)).
A pilus retracts until it reaches this force and can only ex-
ceed this force if further pili are involved and pull against
it. If all attached pili in the system have a pulling force
exceeding or equal the stalling force and all forces (specif-
ically the tangential pili forces, the sliding friction forces
with the substrate and viscous friction forces with the
fluid) balance, a stationary state is reached.

We can then compute the stationary state of the

pulling forces F
(st)
l and F

(st)
r for a cell and find that for
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the case Nl = Nr, the pulling forces on the left and right
sides fulfill

F
(st)
l (Nl = Nr) = Fs (8)

and

F (st)
r (Nl = Nr) = Fs. (9)

If pili are attached on both sides, but the case
0 < Nl < Nr is fulfilled, the forces are given by

F
(st)
l (Nl, Nr) = max

[
Fs, Fs

Nr

Nl

1 + β cot〈α〉
1− β cot〈α〉

]
, (10)

F (st)
r (Nl, Nr) = Fs. (11)

Due to symmetry, an equivalent equation can be given
for states 0 < Nr < Nl.

If pili are only attached to the left side of the cell, the
stationary force is given by

F
(st)
l (Nl, 0) =

{
Fs

1+
FsµtNl
vret

(1+β cot〈α〉)
if (1 + β cot〈α〉) ≥ 0

Fs if (1 + β cot〈α〉) < 0

(12)
with the pilus retraction velocity vret, the stalling rela-
tion (see Eq. (1)) and the mobility µt of the cell moving
through a viscous fluid. Here, the pilus pulling force is
balanced by the sliding friction force and the hydrody-
namics friction with the translational mobility µt. The
case where pili are only attached to the right side is equiv-
alent.

The transition rates for the transitions
(Nl, Nr)→ (Nl − 1, Nr) and (Nl, Nr)→ (Nl, Nr − 1)
are finally given by

kdet,l = NlKdet

(
F

(st)
l

)
(13)

and

kdet,r = NrKdet

(
F (st)

r

)
, (14)

where the detachment rate Kdet is taken from Eq. (2).

3. Transitions of states (Nl, Nr) due to cell motion

Cells can move on the substrate. The mean displace-
ment that an individual pilus can mediate, here called
〈l‖〉, is limited by the pilus length. As depicted in
Fig. 2e, a cell can, at some point, move over a pilus-
substrate attachment point. If, for example, all pili are
initially attached to the right side and the cell is mov-
ing over a pilus, then this corresponds to the transition
(0, Nr)→ (1, Nr − 1). If we assume that the distance
from the pilus-substrate attachment points to their an-
chor points (the connections to the cell surface) is expo-
nentially distributed with the mean length 〈l‖〉, then the
corresponding transition rate kmot,r is given by

kmot,r = Nr
vc

〈l‖〉
. (15)

Here, vc is the velocity of the cell. Its dependence on the
state (Nl, Nr) is discussed in the following paragraph.
The transition due to motion over pili on the left side,
(Nl, 0)→ (Nl − 1, 1) with the transition rate kmot,l, is
treated analogously.

4. Motion of cells

Finally, it is necessary to connect the states (Nl, Nr)
to the motion of the cells. Cells move if pili are at-
tached to one side, corresponding to states (Nl > 0, 0)
or (0, Nr > 0) (see Fig. 2d). The cell velocity for these
states is calculated in Appendix C.

We found that if for example Nl pili are attached on
the left side, the cell moves in the left (and negative)
direction with the velocity

vc(Nl, 0) = −

{
µtNlFl sin〈α〉 if (1 + β cot〈α〉) ≥ 0

0 if (1 + β cot〈α〉) < 0

(16)
where Fl is given by Eq. (12). The term sin〈α〉 results
from the fact that only the force component tangential
to the substrate can mediate the motion. If the sliding
friction coefficient β or the angle 〈α〉 are high enough,
the cell is no longer able to move. The velocity has an
equivalent form if pili are only attached to the right side
but in this case the cell moves in the right direction and
its velocity is positive.

5. Modifications of the stochastic model for colonies

To a large extent, colonies are treated similarly to indi-
vidual cells within this model. The colonies are approx-
imated as spheres with radius R. While cells possess a
fixed number N of pili, the pili number is a function of
the radius R for colonies and proportional to its surface
area. This is realized by the surface density ρ which gives
the pili number from the proportionality to the surface
area of the colony, N = 4πρR2. We choose the density
ρ = 0.8 µm−2 that corresponds to 10 pili for a cell of
radius 1 µm and is in the order of magnitude of experi-
mental values of single cells [24, 25].

A major difference between colonies and cells can be
found for the attachment dynamics. While we assume
that pili are randomly distributed on the surface of a
single cell, and, for example, can be all located on one
side, this is not necessarily the case for a colony that
is composed of several individual cells. All cells of the
colony possess pili, independent of their position. For
large colonies that possess a high number of pili, we can
approximate the number of pili on each side (left and
right) by N/2 and the attachment rates on both sides
can differ because for the state (Nl, Nr) the colony has
N/2−Nl free pili on the left side and N/2−Nr on the

right side. The corresponding attachment rates k
(col)
att,l and
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FIG. 3. Colony size dependence of the effective attachment
rate, the pili binding position and the mean attachment an-
gle as a function of the colony radius R for the fast (solid
blue line) and slow (dashed red line) parameters. The values
were calculated in Appendix B. (a) Colony size dependence
of the probability of pili attachment (see Eq. (3)) . (b) Size-
dependence of the effective attachment rate, see Eq. (4). (c)
Mean length of pili, projected on the substrate. (d) Mean
angle of pili protruding from the cell surface. For (a-d) we
study the parameter sets given in Tables I and III.

k
(col)
att,r for colonies are then given by

k
(col)
att,l =

(
N

2
−Nl

)
Keff (17)

and

k
(col)
att,r =

(
N

2
−Nr

)
Keff . (18)

The detachment dynamics and the motility of colonies
is otherwise described in the same manner as for the
case of an individual cell. Importantly, the probability
of attachment Γ(R), the mean attachment rate Keff ,
the projected length of an attached pilus 〈l‖〉 and the
attachment angle 〈α〉 are dependent on the radius R of
the spherical colonies, as shown in Fig. 3.

Our stochastic model shares similarities to work
previously published by Müller et al. [43] with respect
to the attachment and detachment dynamics. They
studied the bidirectional transport of cargo due to two
populations of molecular motors, kinesin and dynein,
pulling in different directions and having load dependent
transport properties. Here, we additionally include the
motility of the cell and colonies, its influence on the pili
dynamics, the effects emerging from the sliding friction
with the substrate and effects from the finite length of
the pulling entities, the pili.

We can numerically solve the master equation (see
Eq. (5)) by employing the Gillespie algorithm [47, 48]
and thus model the emerging trajectory of a cell or a
colony.

III. RESULTS

First, we want to demonstrate that a tug-of-war mech-
anism is sufficient to explain persistent motion of single
cells with a characteristic length that exceeds the ap-
parent pili length, as was previously shown experimen-
tally [17, 24]. Next, we study how the motion of individ-
ual cells is affected by the number of individual pili and
find that, in agreement with experiments [17, 24], the
motility of cells is increased for higher number of pili.
Finally, we consider the motion of larger aggregates and
emphasize the importance of sliding friction.

A. Persistent motion of single cells

For the analysis of single cell motion in the stochastic
model, we simulated 2× 107 Gillespie steps of a single
trajectory for the slow and fast parameter sets (see Ta-
ble I), corresponding to experiments of a duration of at
least 105 s. Parts of the trajectories are shown in Fig. 4a.
The cell possessed N = 15 pili and for simplicity, we ne-
glect sliding friction by setting β = 0, because for the fast
and slow parameter set, tangential forces clearly domi-
nate over normal forces for small cell radii R. Further
parameters of the stochastic model are given in Table II.
As motility of cells results from pili that are only at-
tached at one side, we estimate which states (Nl, Nr) of
attached pili had a higher probability (see Fig. 4b and
Fig. 4c). While mostly pili are only attached to one side
of the cell for the fast parameter set, for the slow pa-
rameter set pili are often attached on both sides. Thus,
we expect the fast cells to be more motile. From the
probabilities of the different states (Nl, Nr), we can also
estimate the probability distribution of attached pili (see
Fig. 4d). The distributions for both parameter sets shows
a mean number of attached pili around 3-4, while on av-
erage more pili are attached for the slow parameter set.
In both cases, the number is considerably lower than the
total number of pili N .

Next to the statistics of the number of attached pili,
we can also characterize the statistical properties of the
trajectories of the cells. To this end, we calculated the
time-averaged mean squared displacement (see Fig. 4e)

δ2(∆t) = 〈[r(t+ ∆t)− r(t)]
2〉t (19)

for which the position vector is projected in one di-
mension, x(t), and which fulfills δ2(∆t) ≈ 2D∆t for
the long-time asymptotic. We found the diffusion
coefficients D = (1.76± 0.02) µm2/s for the fast and
D = (0.36± 0.01) µm2/s for the slow parameters. These
results confirm that indeed cells for the fast parameter
set are more motile. We can also compute the velocity
autocorrelation function

Cv(∆t) = 〈v(t+ ∆t)v(t)〉t (20)

(see Fig. 4f) where the velocities are one-dimensional vec-
tors v(t) and are defined by v(t) = [x(t)− x(t−∆t)]/∆t
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FIG. 4. Properties of the substrate motion of in silico cells for the stochastic model. Data for trajectories of the fast parameter
set are shown in blue, data for the slow parameter set are shown in red. (a) One-dimensional trajectories for the two parameter
sets. (b) Probability of states of a single cell for the stochastic model, for the fast parameter set. (c) Probability of states of a
single cell for the stochastic model, for the slow parameter set. (d) Histogram of the number of attached pili. (e) Time-averaged
mean squared displacement. The black lines correspond to fits of Eq. (19). (f) Time-averaged velocity autocorrelation. The
black lines correspond to fits of Eqs. (21) and (22). The inset shows a logarithmic scaling for the velocity autocorrelation to
highlight the exponential decay.

with ∆t = 0.5 s. The same or higher ∆t were used in
previous studies to characterize the velocity of N. gon-
orrhoeae [24, 25]. For the fast parameter set we assume
that the trajectory can be described by a persistent ran-
dom walk,

Cv(∆t) ' v2
c exp

(
−∆t

τc

)
, (21)

with the characteristic velocity vc and the charac-
teristic time τc. We found τc = (0.62± 0.08) s and
vc = (1.59± 0.05) µm/s, allowing to compute the persis-
tence length lc = vcτc that has the value lc = 0.99 µm.

For the slow parameter set, we find that a better fit
for the velocity autocorrelation is given by a double ex-
ponential function,

Cv(∆t) ' v2
b exp

(
−∆t

τb

)
+ v2

c exp

(
−∆t

τc

)
, (22)

introducing a second characteristic velocity vb and
characteristic time τb. By fitting for this function, we
find the characteristic times τb = (0.51± 0.09) s and
τc = (1.71± 1.21) s and the characteristic velocities
vb = (0.71± 0.07) µm/s and vc = (0.19± 0.10) µm/s.
The characteristic lengths are then given by
lb = vbτb = 0.36 µm and lc = 0.32 µm. The short
time τb, but fast velocity vb of the first exponential term
originate from the motion of the cell in one direction
that is interrupted by pili attaching to both sides and
by motion over attached pili, but persistent. The second
term, characterized by a higher characteristic time τc
and a smaller velocity vc, originates from changes of
the direction of motion. The first term is not appearing
for the fast parameter set since states where pili are

attached to both sides are appearing rarely and are,
due to the high detachment rates, only short-lived
(see Table I and Fig. 4). To further interpret the two
exponential functions of the slow parameter set, we
compute their contribution to the diffusion coefficient
from

δ2(∆t) =

∫ ∆t

t1=0

dt1

∫ ∆t

t2=0

dt2 Cv (|t1 − t2|) (23)

[49] and given by D = Db +Dc = v2
b τb + v2

cτc for
∆t� τb and ∆t� τc. We find Db = 0.26 µm2/s and
Dc = 0.06 µm2/s, thus the first term (including τb and
vb) has the dominating contribution towards the diffu-
sion coefficient.

We can now compare the persistence lengths lc and lb
to the apparent pili lengths that would be closest to the
values measured experimentally and correspond to the
projected pili length given in Table II. We find that the
motion exhibits persistence over lengths higher than the
mean projected pili length for the fast parameter set (see
Table II). The stochastic model helps to see how the tug-
of-war mechanism can mediate persistent motion. If, for
example, more pili are located on the left side of a cell,
then, due to the force balance, the pulling forces act-
ing on the right pili are considerably higher. Then, the
detachment rate of the pili located at the right side is
also higher and they will detach with a higher probabil-
ity than those on the left. Thus, states where pili are
only attached to one side are preferred.

While the tug-of-war mechanism is strong enough for
the fast parameter set to generate a characteristic length
of the motility that exceeds the projected pili length of
〈l‖〉 = 0.59 µm, the length lc does not exceed the charac-
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teristic pili length lchar = 1.5 µm chosen as input in the
system (see Table III). One reason for the discrepancy
to the experiment is the one-dimensionality of the sys-
tem which reduces the characteristic velocity and thus
also the characteristic length of the movement. For ex-
ample, the maximum velocity of a cell with two perpen-
dicularly oriented and attached pili is

√
2 times greater

than the velocity of a cell moving in one dimension due
to the Pythagorean theorem. On the other side, in two
dimensions the persistence might be reduced due to rota-
tional diffusion of the cell. To see how these factors can
affect the predictions of the stochastic model, we simu-
lated the motility of individual cells with an advanced
three-dimensional model (see [23] and Appendix A for
a description). This model allows for a microscopic de-
scription of the single cells and colonies interacting via
pili with the substrate. It includes the explicit details of
the cell geometry, the pili dynamics and the forces orig-
inating from attached pili and excluded volume effects
with to the substrate. We sampled the trajectories of
50 cells, each having a duration of 1000 s. Examples for
the trajectories of the two parameter sets fast and slow
(see Table I), projected on the substrate, are shown in
Fig. 5a. We first check if the three-dimensional model
is capable to reproduce previously reported properties of
single cell motion [17, 24, 25]. For N. gonorrhoeae cells
it was shown before that cells preferentially move in the
direction perpendicular to the long axis of the dumbbell-
shaped cell [25]. When we determine the distribution of
the angle ε between the long axis of the cell, the axis
between the two cocci of the dumbbell-shaped cell, and
the direction of motion projected on the substrate, we
observe a similar behavior for both parameter sets (see
Fig. 5b). Experimentally, it was reported that the cell
velocity distribution exhibits a bimodal shape [25]. In-
deed, for the fast parameters we see qualitative agree-
ment to this observation (see Fig. 5c): the velocities do
not only possess a peak at around 2 µm/s, correspond-
ing to the retraction velocity vret of the pili, but also a
peak at zero velocity, corresponding to no moving cells.
Such a behavior is less pronounced for the slow parame-
ter set. Two different processes could lead to a vanishing
velocity of a cell: either no pilus is attached to the sub-
strate or the cell is trapped between several pili pulling
against each other. From the distribution of attached pili
(see Fig. 5d) we found that ∼ 20 % of the time no pili
are attached to the substrate for the fast parameter set,
explaining the peak at v = 0 in Fig. 5c since the cell is
incapable of motion if no pili are attached. This finding
agrees with Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
microscopy data of N. gonorrhoeae showing that for cells
moving on a poly-D-lysine-coated surface in 15− 20 % of
the time no pili were observed in the vicinity of the sub-
strate [26]. For the slow parameter set, pili are always
attached to the substrate and we observe a distinct peak
at v = 0. In contrast to the stochastic model, the three-
dimensional model predicts that more pili are attached to
the substrate for the slow parameter set than for the fast

parameter set. Such behavior can result from the coarse-
graining of the stochastic model. There, all pili belong-
ing to one side of a cell are experiencing the same force,
while in the three-dimensional model the forces are not
necessarily equal. For example, in the three-dimensional
model it is possible that only one pilus exerts the pulling
force, even though other pili are attached on the same
side. These pili will unbind with a lower probability than
in the stochastic model and the number of attached pili
can differ. We also find that on average only 0 to 5 pili for
the fast parameter set and 1 to 8 pili for the slow parame-
ter set are attached to the substrate, even though the cell
possesses 15 pili. A similar behavior is observed in the
stochastic model (see Fig. 4d). In experiments typically
10− 20 are found for cells of N. gonorrhoeae [17, 24, 25].
With methods such as TIRF (due to the fact that imaging
only takes place in vicinity of the substrate) and electron
microscopy (due to the sample preparation) most likely
one only images attached pili, thus we find that poten-
tially the total number of attached and free pili of a cell
is underestimated.

In the stochastic model, the total number of attached
pili on one side of the cell affects the velocity of cells, as
described by Eq. (16). For the three-dimensional model,
we observe the same qualitative behavior by estimating
the average velocity of cells as a function of the number
of attached pili for the fast parameter set (see Fig. 5e).
The opposite behavior is observed for the slow parameter
set. This is in agreement with the stochastic model: pili
are mostly attached on one side of the cell for the fast
parameter set and, thus, the velocity increases with a
higher number of pili. For the slow parameter set, pili
are mostly attached equally on both sides, thus Eq. (16)
does not apply.

We can also calculate the statistical properties of the
trajectories from the three-dimensional model. From
the two-dimensional mean squared displacement (see
Eq. (19) and Fig. 5f) with its long-time asymptotic
δ2(∆t) ≈ 4D∆t we then estimated the diffusion coeffi-
cient D and found D = (1.91± 0.03) µm2/s for the fast
parameter set and D = (0.19± 0.02) µm2/s for the slow
parameter set. For small lag times ∆t we found that
the mean-squared displacement exhibits super-diffusive
behavior. We can interpret this behavior as a per-
sistent random walk, as previously done for the mo-
tion of N. gonorrhoeae bacteria [17, 24, 50]. The ve-
locity autocorrelation in two dimensions is given by
Eq. (20) (see Fig. 5g). Here, the velocity results from
v(t) = [r(t)− r(t−∆t)] /∆t with ∆t = 0.5 s. For the
fast parameter set we describe the trajectory as a persis-
tent random walk with an exponential behavior of the
velocity autocorrelation (see Eq. (21)) with the char-
acteristic time τc and the characteristic velocity vc.
We find τc = (1.05± 0.03) s and vc = (1.78± 0.06) µm/s
The characteristic length scale of the motion results
from lc = vcτc and is given by lc = 1.87 µm. Again,
the velocity autocorrelation function for the slow pa-
rameter set can be described by a double exponen-
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FIG. 5. Properties of the substrate motion of in silico cells for the three-dimensional model. Data for trajectories of the fast
parameter set are shown in blue, data for the slow parameter set are shown in red. Check Table I and Appendix A for the
parameters. (a) Examples of trajectories projected on the substrate for a duration of 1000 s. The dots represent the initial
condition of the cells. (b) Distribution of angles ε between the direction of motion projected on the substrate and the axis
between the two cocci of the dumbbell-shaped cell. (c) Histogram of velocities. (d) Histogram of the number of attached pili.
(e) Mean velocity of a cell as a function of the number of attached pili. (f) Time-averaged mean squared displacement. The
black lines correspond to fits of the equation δ2(∆t) ≈ 4D∆t. (g) Time-averaged velocity autocorrelation. The black lines
correspond to fits of the Eqs. (21) and (22). The inset shows a logarithmic scale of the velocity autocorrelation function. (h)
Histogram of the contour length of all pili of a cell. (i) Histogram of the contour length projected on the substrate of attached
pili.

tial function, shown in Eq. (22), with the character-
istic times τb and τc and characteristic velocities vb
and vc. By fitting, we find τb = (0.30± 0.02) s and
τc = (1.73± 0.27) s and vb = (0.71± 0.05) µm/s and
vc = (0.32± 0.14) µm/s. This corresponds to the char-
acteristic length scales lb = vbτb = vcτc = 0.21 µm and
lc = 0.56 µm. Additionally, using Eq.(23), we find that
both exponential functions contribute equally to the dif-
fusion coefficient for ∆t� τb and ∆t� τc.

As the mean pili length was chosen to be 1.5 µm and
is smaller than the persistence length of the motility for
the fast parameters, this result is in agreement with the
stochastic model. We also tested whether the persis-
tence results from the diplococcus shape of the bacteria
by computing the velocity autocorrelation for spherical
cells. We found that the persistence becomes even larger
with a characteristic length lc = 2.4 µm for the fast pa-
rameter set. This results most likely from the fact that a

diplococcus can rotate such that its long axis is perpen-
dicular to the substrate, and thus can be approximated
by a sphere with a higher radius, but the same pili num-
ber. In this case, the effective attachment rate is lower,
thus decreasing the motility of the cell (see Fig. 3b).

In the simulation, we set the characteristic length lchar

of free pili. Due to attachment and the triggered retrac-
tion, the experimentally measured pili lengths [17, 25]
might differ from lchar. To investigate the pili length dis-
tribution, we tested different definitions of the pili length.

Firstly, we just took the contour length of all pili l
(all)
xyz ,

both attached and free. Alternatively, we tried to imi-
tate the experiment, where the pilus length is measured
by transmission electron microscopy [24, 25]. We expect
that the preparation of the samples affects the pili, es-
pecially those that were not attached to the substrate.
They may break, bend or just detach from the cell. Thus,
we were only taking those pili that were attached to the
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substrate. Additionally, in the experiment one is only
measuring the pilus length projected on the substrate.

Thus, we define the second length l
(att)
xy as the distance

of the start and end point of attached pili projected on
the substrate. The distribution of these lengths is shown
in Figs. 5h and 5i. For the fast parameters we observe

mean lengths 〈l(all)
xyz 〉 = 1.13 µm and 〈l(att)

xy 〉 = 0.91 µm.

For the slow parameters we find 〈l(all)
xyz 〉 = 1.35 µm and

〈l(att)
xy 〉 = 1.16 µm. Thus, the observed persistent mo-

tion in the three-dimensional model is even more pro-
nounced for the fast parameter set, since the measured
pili lengths are considerably smaller than the character-
istic length lc = 1.5 µm of the motility.

Taken together, we observe that the properties of cell
motion in the three-dimensional model agree qualita-
tively and quantitatively with the key experimental ob-
servations. The stochastic model shows that a tug-of-war
is the mechanism underlying the persistence of cell mo-
tion without invoking directional memory [17].

B. Increasing the pili number enhances the
substrate motility of single cells

Experimental studies with mutants of N. gonorrhoeae
have shown that the more pili a cell possesses, the more
motile it gets [24]: with higher pili numbers, the per-
sistence time τc is increasing. We can now test if this
observation can also be reproduced within the stochastic
model by varying the total number of pili N . For simplic-
ity, we first neglect sliding friction by setting the sliding
friction coefficient β = 0 since we still consider single cells
only and the tangential forces of the pili dominate over
their normal force components. Since we found that only
the fast parameter set reproduces the experimentally ob-
served features of single cell motility, in the following we
only focus on this parameter set.

As shown in Fig. 6, we observe qualitative agreement
to the experiment. The characteristic time, the charac-
teristic velocity, the diffusion coefficient, and the mean
number of attached pili are all increasing with increas-
ing pili number. While the diffusion coefficient D and the
characteristic time τc increase exponentially with increas-
ing pili number, the velocity vc saturates due to the fact
that retracting pili cannot exceed the characteristic pili
velocity vret. Since the characteristic velocity vc and the
characteristic time τc are both increasing with increasing
pili number, the characteristic length lc of the motion will
also increase. In the previous section we showed that
the average number of attached pili Natt is lower than
the total number of pili N (see Figs. 4 and 5). In ex-
periments, typically only attached pili are imaged, thus
the real number of pili a cell possesses can be higher.
This can explain why we find a characteristic length of
the motion lc that is smaller than the characteristic pili
length lchar for a cell possessing only N = 15 pili.

When we calculate the characteristic length scale

FIG. 6. Pili-number dependence of an in silico cell as cal-
culated from the stochastic model for the fast parameter set.
(a) Mean number of attached pili as a function of the total
number of pili. The error bars represent the variance. (b)
Characteristic time τc as a function of the total pili number.
(c) Characteristic velocity vc as a function of the total pili
number. (d) Diffusion coefficient D as a function of the pili
number.

lc = τcvc from the results of the stochastic model, we find
that it increases rapidly over multiple orders of magni-
tude with increasing number of pili. The characteristic
time τc and the diffusion coefficient D show the same be-
havior and exceed the results from experiments [17, 24]
considerably for high numbers of pili N > 25. We sug-
gest that the exponential increase of the characteristic
time τc is originating from the trapping of a cell in a
state where pili are only located on one side of the cell.
To test this hypothesis, we treat the pili dynamics as a
random walk with the number of attached pili N as the
location of the random walk and calculate the mean first
passage time to the point N = 0 corresponding to losing
all attached pili. In Appendix D we show that this time
indeed is increasing exponentially with pili number. One
process that counter-acts the exponential increase of the
characteristic time is the rotational diffusion of the cell,
which would confine the diffusion of every persistent cells.
To test this hypothesis, we used our three-dimensional
model and sampled the trajectories of 25 cells for differ-
ent numbers of pili N . As shown in Fig. 7, for the fast
parameter set the persistence time τc, the mean number
of attached pili, the characteristic velocity vc and the dif-
fusion coefficient D increase with increasing numbers of
pili N . This result is in qualitative agreement with the
experiment and the results of the stochastic model. Im-
portantly, the values of τc and D indeed do not reach
as high values as those observed in the stochastic model.
This behavior originates from the rotational diffusion of
the cell. In Appendix E, we show how the scaling of
the diffusion coefficient can be altered from an exponen-
tial scaling D ∝ exp(N/N0) (with the characteristic pili
number N0) for a motion without rotational diffusion to
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FIG. 7. Pili-number dependence of an in silico cell as calcu-
lated from the three-dimensional model for the fast parameter
set. (a) Mean number of attached pili as a function of the to-
tal number of pili. (b) Characteristic time τc as a function of
the total pili number. (c) Characteristic velocity vc as a func-
tion of the total pili number. (d) Diffusion coefficient D as a
function of the pili number. The black dashed line represents
a scaling of the form D ∝ N , as predicted in Appendix E and
resulting from the rotational diffusion of the cell.

D ∝ N by considering rotations of the direction of mo-
tion (see Fig. 7d). The difference in the mean number of
attached pili 〈Natt〉 of both models can be explained by
the fact that we assume that for the stochastic model,
all pili are on the lower hemisphere of the cell and thus,
correspond to a cell with the doubled number of pili in
the three-dimensional model, ignoring effects due to the
rotation of the cell. Thus, also the pili number depen-
dence of single cell motility can be recapitulated by the
simple stochastic model.

Finally, we checked whether the single cell motion is af-
fected by sliding friction. We can expect that the sliding
friction would only play a minor role due to the weaker
normal component of the pili forces (see Fig. 3d). In-
deed, for the motility of single cell as a function of the
number of pili (see Figure S1 for the stochastic model
and Figure S2 for the three-dimensional model) we ob-
serve qualitative agreement to the behavior we previously
showed for a sliding friction β = 0, shown in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7. The motility of cells is indeed increasing with in-
creasing pili number, even if there is friction between the
individual cell and the substrate.

In the next section we will apply the stochastic model
to study how microcolonies, aggregates consisting of mul-
tiple cells, move on a substrate.

C. Colony size-dependent motility

In the following, for simplicity of the presentation we
will only focus on the fast parameter set. First, we
simulated trajectories of colonies of radii between 1 to

FIG. 8. Colony size-dependent motility of bacterial aggre-
gates for the computational and stochastic models. (a) Dif-
fusion coefficient of colonies described by the computational
and stochastic model. For both, D is increasing with increas-
ing colony radius R. (b) Characteristic time scale τc of the
motion. In both models, it is increasing for larger colonies.
(c) Mean number of attached pili as a function of the colony
sizes. Larger colonies possess more pili. Thus, not surpris-
ingly larger colonies also have more pili attached to the sub-
strate. For (a-c) we used parameters given in Appendix A and
the fast parameter set of Table I. For the simulations of our
stochastic model, we used the colony size dependence of the
attachment rate and the mean displacement a pilus mediates
as given in Figs. 3c-f.

10 µm resulting from the stochastic model by consider-
ing the colony size-dependent behavior of the parameters,
as shown in Fig. 3b-d. If we ignore the sliding friction
by setting β = 0, we find that the diffusion coefficient
(see Fig. 8a) and the persistence of the motion increase
with increasing colony sizes (see Fig. 8b), contrary to ex-
perimental observations [20], but in agreement with our
results for the motility of a single cell for higher numbers
of pili (see Fig. 8). Indeed, if a tug-of-war mechanism
drives the motility, the motility should be enhanced due
to the increasing total number of pili of the colony (in
agreement with the geometric model, see Appendix B).

To check this prediction, we used the three-dimensional
model to simulate trajectories of microcolonies of differ-
ent radii R. Each colony possesses 4πρR2 pili, with the
pilus surface density ρ = 0.8 µm−2. For each colony size
R, we simulated 12 trajectories, each of a total duration
of 1000 s. Importantly, also here we neglect the friction
with the substrate. We calculated the diffusion coeffi-
cient D (see Fig. 8a), the characteristic time of motion
τc (see Fig. 8b) and the mean number of attached pili (see
Fig. 8c), which, in agreement with the predictions of the
stochastic model, increase for larger colonies. Thus, we
see that a tug-of-war-mechanism together with the geo-
metrical considerations for the colony parameters is not
able to explain the experimentally observed decreasing
motility of larger colonies.

We wondered which additional mechanism could ex-
plain the weaker motility of large colonies? So far,
we only considered the hydrodynamic friction of micro-
colonies but ignored friction between the cells and the
substrate completely. Now, we suggest that, in addition,
one should consider such sliding friction [46]. We expect
that as colony size grows, the pili-mediated normal force
pulling the colony into the substrate increases and expect
that the substrate friction would play an increasing role.
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FIG. 9. Colony size-dependent motility of bacterial ag-
gregates with substrate friction. (a) Diffusion coefficient of
colonies described by the computational and stochastic mod-
els with sliding friction coefficients β = 0.8. The dotted line
corresponds to a scaling D ∝ R−1, the dashed line corre-
sponds to D ∝ R−2. (b) Characteristic time scale τc of the
motion. (c) For β = 0.8 the number of attached pili is in-
creasing. For (a-c) we used parameters given in Appendix A
and the fast parameter set of Table I.

In Fig. 3d we show that the average angle between the
pili and the substrate is increasing with increasing colony
size. Thus, for larger colonies, the normal component
of the pili forces will grow, while the tangential compo-
nent that effectively causes the motion of the aggregates,
will decrease. The higher the normal component of the
force, the higher the sliding friction force that opposes
the motion and the harder it is for the colony to move.
To test this hypothesis, we studied the motion of micro-
colonies of different sizes for the sliding friction coefficient
β = 0.8. First, we considered the role of sliding friction
in the stochastic model. The sliding friction affects the
forces with which pili are pulling on the colony in the
stationary state. Colonies can only move if the condition
1 + β cot〈α〉 > 0 is fulfilled (see Eq. (16)). Thus, we can
calculate that for the sliding friction coefficient β = 0.8
and the fast parameter set, colonies can only move if they
have a size R < 14.2 µm (see Figure S3). As shown in
Fig. 9a the diffusion coefficient is indeed decreasing for
increasing colony sizes R.

From the velocity autocorrelation, we again calculated
the characteristic time of the motion τc which is decreas-
ing for increasing colony sizes (see Fig. 9b), indicating
that the colony motion becomes less persistent. At the
same time, the mean number of attached pili is increas-
ing (see Fig. 9c). The average number for sliding fric-
tion is surprisingly small for colonies possessing up to
thousands of pili. This discrepancy can be explained by
considering that for the fast parameter set pili bind fre-
quently, but only weakly. While at the same time only
a small number of pili are attached to the substrate, a
larger amount is near the substrate, competing in the
tug-of-war. Consistently, if we include sliding friction
in the three-dimensional model, we find that the diffu-
sion coefficient is decreasing for increasing colony size
(see Fig. 9a). Importantly, we see that by fitting a power
law of the form R−η to D(R) we find η > 1, in agreement
with experimental observations [20]. The characteristic
time τc and the mean number of attached pili 〈Natt〉 also
show a behavior that agrees with the stochastic model.

To summarize, our stochastic and three-dimensional
model show that for a tug-of-war mechanism alone,
colonies exhibit an enhanced motility for increasing
colony sizes. By introducing sliding friction, we can re-
produce the experimentally observed decreasing motility
with increasing colony size.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we investigated how type IV pili mediate
the motion of individual bacteria and cell aggregates on
a substrate. We treat the cells as active random walkers
and developed a one-dimensional stochastic model, incor-
porating the binding and unbinding dynamics of multiple
pili, the effective role of the three-dimensional geometry,
and computing how the resulting force balance affects the
motility of the cells. We were able to show how a tug-of-
war mechanism (see Fig. 10a) can explain the emergence
of persistent motion of individual cells, without includ-
ing any directional memory effects. A possible origin
of the discrepancy to previously published results [17] is
the disregard of the three-dimensional structure of the
cell and their pili, and how this affects the binding and
unbinding dynamics of the pili. In previous theoretical
descriptions [10, 17, 25, 51], pili-mediated motility was
studied in two-dimensional systems. In our study, with
the help of a one-dimensional model that incorporates
major three-dimensional effects and a three-dimensional
model, we found that the shape of cells and colonies is
important to understand their motion.

We discovered that a tug-of-war mechanism provided
us with an explanation of pili-mediated single cell motil-
ity, but is not capable of explaining the motility of micro-
colonies alone. Instead, we discovered that sliding fric-
tion between the cells and the substrate can account for
the observed decreasing motility of microcolonies with
increasing colony size (see Fig. 10b). We found that the
contribution of the friction with the substrate is increas-
ing with microcolony size since the mean angle 〈α〉 and,
consequently, the normal component of the pili forces
are increasing, pulling the colony into the substrate. For
small cells and colonies the contribution of the normal
force is so small that it only has a minor quantitative
effect on the motility. In the future, experimental mea-
surements quantifying the friction between bacteria and
a substrate are required to verify our hypothesis.

While both theoretical models, the one-dimensional
stochastic model, and the three-dimensional model, were
developed to explain the peculiar behavior of the bac-
terium N gonorrhoeae, they have a more general appli-
cation and can be easily applied to other bacteria, such
as P. aeruginosa and N. meningitidis, that all use re-
lated mechanisms for substrate motion. The modeling
approaches presented in this paper can be also applied
to study the motion of a wider range of biological sys-
tem characterized by a force balance of multiple active
appendages, for example, cooperative transport of food
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FIG. 10. Sketches of the tug-of-war mechanism and the role of sliding friction. (a) Sketch of how a tug-of-war can mediate
a persistent motion in a given direction. Initially, a cell has five pili attached on the right side and one free pilus at the left
side. When this pilus attaches to the substrate and starts to retract, it will balance the forces of the pili pulling in the opposite
direction. A larger force will be exerted on the left pilus and thus, its detachment rate will be considerably higher. Thus, the
left pilus will detach more easily, and a configuration where the majority of pili are attached on one side only is stable. (b)
Sketch of how the sliding friction differs for cells and colonies. The spherical cell or colony possesses free (gray) and attached
(black) pili. For cells, the mean angle 〈α〉, characterizing how attached pili emerge from the surface, is smaller (see Fig. 3d).
Thus, the normal forces, pointing into the substrate and increasing the sliding friction force, is smaller than those of a colony
that has a larger value of 〈α〉 and, thus, the normal component of the force is larger.

by multiple ants [52, 53] or the motion of sea urchin and
star fish due to multiple adhesive organs, the so-called
tube feet [54–56].
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Appendix A: Description of the three-dimensional
model

In the following, we will introduce the main features
of the three-dimensional model. A related version of this
model, including pili mediated cell-cell-interactions, was
published previously by Pönisch et al. [23].

1. Geometry of cells and pili

We mimic the dumbbell shape of the bacteria by con-
structing an in silico cell from two spheres that each have

a radius R (see Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b). These two spheres

a and b, also called cocci, have positions r
(a)
i and r

(b)
i for

a cell i and a fixed distance dcocci. The cell center is then
given by

r
(com)
i =

r
(a)
i + r

(b)
i

2
. (A1)

We will also use this model to describe the substrate
motility of spherical colonies. In this case, we set

r
(a)
i = r

(b)
i , which is analogous to dcocci = 0.

In the three-dimensional model, we assume that the
number of pili a cell possesses, called N , is fixed. Pili
have a mean length of lchar = 0.9− 1.2 µm [24, 25] and,
due to their semiflexible nature, we approximate pili as
straight lines and specify their position by two points:
their start point (also called anchor point), located at
the cell surface, and their end point (see Fig. 11b). The
distance between these two points is then called the con-

tour length l
(cont)
k of the pilus.

2. Pili dynamics and pili substrate binding

When a new pilus is generated, it protrudes with a ve-
locity vpro until it reaches a length resulting from an ex-
ponential length distribution with the mean length lchar.
Then, it will irreversibly switch to the retraction state,
where a pilus retracts with a velocity vret. The retraction
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FIG. 11. Sketch of the three-dimensional model. (a) Three-dimensional representation of a dumbbell-shaped cell and a
spherical colony with multiple pili. (b) Schematic representation of the geometry of a single cell with multiple pili sitting on

the substrate, as used in the three-dimensional model. The cell consists of two cocci a and B with positions r
(a)
i and r

(b)
i . The

pili are characterized by a start and an end point. Pili will slide along the substrate if they are sufficiently long. Pili will attach

with their tip to a substrate. (c) Sketch of pili-mediated forces due to the attachment to the substrate. Here, F
(ps)
k is the force

of pilus k and d
(ps)
k is the distance vector pointing from the center of the cell to the pilus anchor point. (d) Excluded volume

forces F
(cs)
j of a cell overlapping with the substrate (with the overlap length ∆dov) and with the distance vector d

(cs)
j , pointing

from the center of the cell pointing to the point where the force is acting.

continues until the pilus has a contour length l
(cont)
k = 0.

Then, the pilus is removed, and a new pilus is generated
at a random position on the surface of the cell. A pilus
that is not interacting with the substrate will always elon-
gate in the direction perpendicular to the cell surface. If
the end point of a pilus is located within the substrate, it
will not enter the substrate, but slide along its surface in
the same x-y-direction as before the collision, but with
the z-component being 0.

Pili bind stochastically to a substrate. Here, we will
assume that pili can only bind to the substrate with their
tip only. The binding is modeled as a Poisson process
with the binding rate Katt. For this process, we assume
that a pilus can only attach to the substrate if its tip sits
on the substrate (see Fig. 11b). After the binding, the
pili that were in the protrusion state will immediately
start to retract [39].

Attached pili generate pulling forces. To include such
forces, we model pili as Hookean springs with the spring
constant kpili [16]. If the pilus k is attached to the sub-
strate, it will be stretched due to its retraction and me-

diates a pulling force F
(ps)
k (see Fig. 11c). This force is

proportional to the difference between the contour length

l
(cont)
k and the length of the pilus if it would not be at-

tached, here called the free length l
(free)
k . For a non-

attached pilus we set contour length and the free length

equal, l
(cont)
k = l

(free)
k . Additionally, a pilus can only gen-

erate a pulling force and no pushing force, thus, the force

F
(ps)
k = 0 if l

(free)
k > l

(cont)
k . The force F = |F(ps)

k | gener-
ated by the pilus k affects the retraction velocity, with
the stalling force Fs (see Eq. (1)). The force of a pilus
will also affect the unbinding from the substrate. The
detachment rate is given by Eq. (2).

3. Cell forces and motility

Cells are not only affected by the pili-mediated pulling
forces, but also by excluded volume forces with the sub-
strate. If a cell overlaps with a substrate, located at

position z = 0 (see Fig. 11d), a repulsive force F
(cs)
j will

act from the substrate on coccus j = a, b, described by a
Hookean spring with spring constant kcs, in the normal
direction of the substrate. The total force of the cell i is
given by

F
(tot)
i =

∑
cocci j

F
(cs)
j +

∑
pili k

F
(ps)
k . (A2)

Additionally, cells are able to rotate. Their total torque
results from

T
(tot)
i =

∑
cocci j

d
(cs)
j × F

(cs)
j +

∑
pili k

d
(ps)
k × F

(ps)
k . (A3)

In these two equations, d
(cs)
j and d

(pp)
k describe the dis-

tance vectors pointing from the center of the cell r
(com)
i
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to the point at which the force is acting (see Fig. 11c and
Fig. 11d). Finally, the total force and torque of a cell is
translated into the motion and rotation of the cell i by

dr
(com)
i

dt
=

dr
(a)
i

dt
=

dr
(b)
i

dt
= µtF

(tot)
i (A4)

and

w
(tot)
i = µrotatT

(tot)
i . (A5)

Here, µt and µrotat are the translational and rotational

mobilities and w
(tot)
i is the angular velocity vector. We

assume that the overdamped limit is valid [57].
For a sphere dragged through a fluid in the low

Reynolds-number regime, the Stokes relation states
that the translational mobility µt is proportional to
R−1 [57], in particular in the absence of boundaries
µt = 1/ (6πηR). For a colony of size R = 10 µm and
the viscosity of water, we find µt ≈ 10 µm/(s pN). For a
single cell of radius 0.7 µm we find µt ≈ 100 µm/(s pN).
This mobility is higher than the one chosen for the
motility of single cells in this study. This is moti-
vated by the numerical speedup that a lower mobility of
µt ≈ 10 µm/(s pN) offers, while this value acts as a lower
limit for which we can neglect the role of the colony size-
dependence of the hydrodynamic friction. For this mobil-
ity, a force of 0.2 pN causes a motion of the cell or colony
with the characteristic retraction velocity vret of the pili.
Importantly, this force is significantly smaller than the
detachment forces (see Eq. (2)). In the three-dimensional
model, we will consider the size-dependence of the rota-
tional mobility and set µrotat = 20/R (s pN)−1. We will
neglect hydrodynamic interactions of the spherical colony
with the substrate [27]. Such interactions of colonies close
to a substrate would decrease the translational mobility
maximally to 20− 30 % [27].

In this study, we will also investigate the role of sliding
friction for the motion of colonies on a substrate [46]. To
account for this process, we compute the normal force
of all attached pili of a cell i pulling the cell into the

substrate, called F
(norm)
i . Then, the force βF

(norm)
i is

opposing the x-y-component of the total force F
(tot)
i . If

the absolute value of F
(tot)
i is smaller than the absolute

value of F
(norm)
i , then the cell will not be able to move

in this direction.

4. Parameters and simulation details

All parameters were either motivated by experimental
measurements or only played a minor role for the out-
come of the simulations (see Table IV).

The simulations were performed on the local com-
puting cluster of the MPI-PKS, consisting of x86-64
GNU/Linux systems. All machines possess Intel Xeon
processors with a clock rate of 2.2 to 3.0 GHz and have
between 2 to 4 CPUs. The code was written in C++ and

TABLE IV. Parameters of the three-dimensional model.
These parameters are valid for the simulations of a single cell.
For the simulations of spherical colonies, we use different ge-
ometries, affecting the radius R and the cocci distance dcocci,
and different rotational mobilities µrotat, accounting for the
colony size dependence of the friction for spherical aggregate.

Name Value Ref
Radius R [µm] 0.5 [25]
Coccus distance dcocci [µm] 0.6 [25]
Excl. volume constant kcs [pN/µm] 8× 104 -
Translational mobility µt [µm/(s pN)] 10 [17]
Rotational mobility µrotat [1/(µm s pN)] 20 -
Protrusion velocity vpro [µm/s] 2 [33]
Retraction velocity vret [µm/s] 2 [33]
Mean pili length lchar [µm] 1.5 [24, 25]
Pili spring constant kpili [pN/µm] 2000 [16]
Pili stalling force Fs [pN] 180 [17, 33]

parallelized on CPU by using the library OpenMP. We
used the GCC-compiler (version 4.8.5) and were running
the simulations on up to 8 cores in parallel. We used an
Euler algorithm to solve the equations of motion with a
time step ∆t = 1× 10−6 s. Higher order schemes offer
comparable results, but they do not increase the compu-
tation speed. For the random distribution of pili start
points on the spherical cell surface we used the GNU Sci-
entific Library (GSL).

Appendix B: Geometric model for the estimation of
the effective attachment rate and the mean position

of pili attachment

First, we calculate the probability that a pilus, growing
from a random point on the surface of a spherical colony
of radius R, will attach to the substrate with its tip. The
anchor point of the pilus is defined by the inclination
angle θ ∈ [0, π] (see Fig. 2a). A pilus needs to reach at
least a length

lmin(R, θ) = −R
(

1 +
1

cos θ

)
(B1)

to be able to bind to the substrate. The pili have an
exponential length distribution

pl(l) =
1

lchar
exp

(
− l

lchar

)
, (B2)

with the characteristic length lchar [24]. The binding ki-
netics are described as a Poisson process with the bind-
ing rate Katt. The probability distribution of attachment
times t is then given by

patt(t) = Katt exp (−Kattt) . (B3)

A pilus of length l, given by the distribution pl(l), pro-
trudes until it reaches the minimal pili length lmin, in-
tersects with the substrate, and continues its protrusion
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for the length l − lmin. Then, it starts to retract over
the same distance until it becomes shorter than lmin and
loses contact to the substrate. The protrusion and re-
traction velocity were shown to have comparable values
and are assumed to be given by the same value v [33].
Thus, a pilus of length l is in contact with the substrate
for a total time of

τcon(R, θ) =
2(l − lmin(R, θ))

v
, (B4)

where the factor 2 is a result of the cycle of protrusion
and retraction. The probability that a pilus of length l
will attach within the time interval [0, τcon] is given by

Patt,min(R, l, θ) =

∫ τcon(R,θ)

0

dt patt(t)

= 1− exp

[
−2(l − lmin(R, θ))

latt

]
,(B5)

where we introduced the attachment length
latt = v/Katt. Now, we can determine the attach-
ment probability for random pili lengths, but constant
angle θ, given by

Patt,θ(R, θ) =

∫ ∞
lmin(R,θ)

dl pl(l)Patt,min(R, l, θ)

= Γ0 exp

[
− R

lchar

(
1 +

1

cos θ

)]
, (B6)

with the prefactor Γ0 = 2lchar/ (2lchar + latt). The expo-
nential term describes the probability of the pili to reach
the substrate and is independent of the attachment rate.
Only the prefactor Γ0 is affected by the stochastic binding
dynamics. Pili that do not point towards the substrate
have the attachment probability Patt,θ(θ ≤ π/2) = 0. We
can interpret the attachment probability of pili Patt,θ as
a colony surface density of the probabilities. From this
equation, we want to calculate the total number of pili
that intersect and bind to the substrate. The total num-
ber of attached pili results from the integration of this
density over the colony surface,

Natt(R) = ρ

∫
S

dS Patt,θ(R, θ)

= Ntot(R)Γ0

×
[
1 +

R

lchar
exp

(
R

lchar

)
Ei

(
− R

lchar

)]
,(B7)

where S = dφdθR2 sin θ describes the colony surface in
spherical coordinates (radius R, polar angle θ, azimuthal
angle φ) and where we use the exponential integral func-
tion Ei(x), the pili surface density ρ and the total pili
number of the spherical colony,

Ntot(R) = 2πρR2. (B8)

Note that for the computation of Ntot we only consider
the half of the spherical colony that is exposed toward
the substrate (0 ≤ z < R). Importantly, Eq. (B7) is a

monotonically increasing function. Thus, the larger a
colony, the more pili are able to attach to a substrate.

Finally, the probability to attach to a substrate for a
single pilus that emerges from a microcolony is given by

Γ(R) =
Natt(R)

Ntot(R)

= Γ0

[
1 +

R

lchar
exp

(
R

lchar

)
Ei

(
− R

lchar

)]
.(B9)

For increasing colony size, the probability that an arbi-
trary pilus is able to attach to the substrate is decreasing.

The attachment probability Katt for a pilus tip in
vicinity of the substrate is required to estimate the effec-
tive attachment rateKeff of a pilus. To estimate this rate,
we first determine the time after which a pilus attaches
to the substrate, assuming that this pilus will indeed at-
tach during its lifetime (the time between its production
and destruction). If a pilus emerges from the colony sur-
face at an angle θ, it first needs to protrude over a length
lmin (see Eq. (B1)), taking a time τmin = lmin/v. After-
wards, it attaches to the substrate with a rate Katt. This
corresponds to an average time

T (R, θ) = τmin(R, θ) +
1

Katt

= −R
v

(
1 +

1

cos θ

)
+

1

Katt
(B10)

and the mean attachment rate averaged over the com-
plete colony surface, is then given by

Keff,att(R) =

∫
S

dS 1
T (R,θ)∫

S
dS

= v
latt −R+R ln

(
R
latt

)
(latt −R)

2 .

(B11)
Not all pili are able to reach or to bind to the substrate.
To take this fact into account, we now multiply this rate
by the attachment probability Γ(R) of an arbitrary pilus
(see Eq. (B9)):

Keff(R) = Γ(R)Keff,att(R). (B12)

As a next step, we determine the distance between the
cell anchor point and the substrate attachment point of
a pilus 〈l‖〉, as shown in Fig. 2b. To this end we consider
the two contributions to the full length of an attached
pilus:

1. First, a pilus needs to reach the length lmin to be
in the vicinity of the substrate.

2. Afterward, a pilus will protrude until it reaches a
length x = ltu resulting from its exponential length
distribution pl(x), and then starts to retract. The
probability distribution of attachment during the
protrusion is given by taking the distribution of at-
tachment times (see Eq. (B3)) and also given by

patt(x) =
1

latt
exp

(
− x

latt

)
(B13)
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and folding at the length ltu, describing the switch-
ing from the protrusion state to the retraction
state. Then, the probability density function of a
pilus binding at position x is given by

ptu(ltu, x) =
exp

(
− x
latt

)
+ exp

(
− 2ltu−x

latt

)
latt − latt exp

(
− 2ltu
latt

) . (B14)

Due to the stochasticity of the binding (with the
rate Katt), not all pili will bind, and the probability
that a pilus will bind to the substrate is given by

Ptu(ltu) =

∫ 2ltu/v

0

dt patt

= 1− exp

(
−2ltu
latt

)
. (B15)

We now consider the exponential length distribu-
tion of the pili pl (see Eq. (B2)) with the character-
istic length ltu, instead of pili with a fixed length
ltu. To compute the average point of attachment,
we need to multiply this probability density func-
tion by the probability of attachment to the surface
for a given length, Ptu (see Eq. (B15)), to consider
the fact that not all pili will attach to the substrate.
We use this weight function in order to determine
the mean of the binding point distribution ptu (see
Eq. (B14)):

p2(x) =

∫∞
x

dl′tu ptu(l′tu, x)Ptu(l′tu)pl(l
′
tu)∫∞

0
dl′tu Ptu(l′tu)pl(l′tu)

=
1

l0
exp

(
− x
l0

)
, (B16)

with the length scale l0 = lattlchar/ (latt + lchar).
This is the probability distribution of the length
contribution of pili that have already reached the
substrate, l > lmin. For large attachment rates
latt � lchar this length converges to l0 → lchar, so
that, if the attachment rate is low, the length scale
of the pilus attachment corresponds to its length
distribution. For the case latt � lchar, the length
converges to l0 → 0. In this case, pili will imme-
diately attach to the substrate when they reach it
and this length scale is negligible.

From these length scales and their distribution (see
Eqs. (B1) and (B16)), we can define the probability dis-
tribution of lengths of attached pili as a function of the
pili position, given by the angle θ, and the radius of the
cell or colony R:

pL(R, l, θ) =

{
0 if l ≤ lmin(R, θ)

p2(l − lmin(R, θ)) if l > lmin(R, θ)
.

(B17)

For a pilus length l and an angle θ, the length l‖, pro-
jected on the substrate is then given by

l‖(R, l, θ) =
√
l2 − h(R, θ)2, (B18)

with the height h of the anchor point (see Fig. 2b)

h(R, θ) = R+R cos θ. (B19)

To compute the mean projected length 〈l‖〉, we define a
new weight function from the probability distribution of
the attachment points (see Eq. (B17)) and multiply it by
the probability for pili emerging from a point, defined by
the radius R and the angle θ, (see Eq. (B6)). The mean
projected length 〈l‖〉 then results from

〈l‖〉(R) =

∫
dS

∫∞
lmin(R,θ)

dl′ l‖(R, l
′, θ)pL(R, l′, θ)Patt,θ(R, θ)∫

dS
∫∞

0
dl′ pL(R, l′, θ)Patt,θ(R, θ)

,

(B20)

where S describes the surface of the lower half of
the spherical colony. Importantly, here we have∫∞

0
dl pL(R, l, θ) = 1. The integral is solved numerically.

We see that for both parameter sets, the length has a
maximal value for a specific colony size R. Addition-
ally, the length can exceed the characteristic pili length,
particularly for the slow parameter set. For the fast pa-
rameter set, the average distances are smaller than those
for the slow parameter set, because the attachment rate
is considerably higher and pili will immediately attach
to the substrate when being in its vicinity. For the slow
parameter set, the pili are still able to elongate before
attachment.

In a similar manner, we can calculate the mean angle
〈α〉 with which a pilus is leaving the colony (see Fig. 2b).
For a pilus of length l, protruding from the surface of
the cell at a point given by the angle θ (see Fig. 2a), the
angle is given by

α(R, θ, l) = arccos

[
−R
l

(1 + cos θ)

]
. (B21)

The mean angle is then given by

〈α〉(R) =

∫
dS

∫∞
lmin(R,θ)

dl′ α(R, θ, l′)pL(R, l′, θ)Patt,θ(R, θ)∫
dS

∫∞
0

dl′ pL(R, l′, θ)Patt,θ(R, θ)
,

(B22)

and again solved numerically. We find that for increas-
ing colony size, the value of the mean angle is increasing.
Thus, the force acting on the substrate in normal direc-
tion will also increase.

Appendix C: Model of stationary pili forces

In this appendix, we will develop a model that enables
us to study how pili build up a pulling force and how
these forces are translated into the motion of the cor-
responding cell/microcolony. The system we investigate
(see Fig. 12) consists of a single spherical cell or colony
that possesses Nl attached pili on its left side and Nr
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FIG. 12. Estimating the pulling force of pili in a simplified
system. A spherical cell or colony is located on top of a sub-
strate. It possesses Nl pili on the left side and Nr pili on the
right side. The pili have lengths Ll and lr and are attached to
the substrate. They emerge from the surface of the spherical
aggregate by an angle α and pull with forces Fl and Fr. For
those forces, we can compute the normal components, F⊥l and

F⊥r , and the tangential components, F
‖
l and F

‖
r . The same

we can do for the lengths, to compute L⊥l , L
‖
l , L⊥r and L

‖
r .

attached pili on its right side. The pili point from the
surface of the colony into a direction is described by the
angle α (see Fig. 12). They are modeled as Hookean
springs with a fixed spring constant kpili and the contour
lengths Ll and Lr, describing the length between the an-
chor point of the pilus and its attachment point at the
left or right side. If the same pilus would not be attached
to the wall, its length, called ll or lr, could be different
from the contour length. The force that a pilus produces
is given by

Fl = kpili (Ll − ll) or Fr = kpili (Lr − lr) . (C1)

The components of these forces acting parallel to the sub-
strate are given by

F
‖
l = Fl sinα (C2)

and

F ‖r = Fr sinα (C3)

and the components acting into the normal direction of
the substrate are given by

F⊥l = −Fl cosα (C4)

and

F⊥r = −Fr cosα. (C5)

Here, we chose the value of the normal component of the
forces such that they are positive if the pilus points into
the substrate.

In this model, we assume that a cell or colony can
only move tangentially to the substrate. In this case,

the sum of tangential forces F
‖
l and F

‖
l are those that

mediate the motion of the cell. Additionally, we include
sliding friction with the friction coefficient β. Here, we
will make the assumption Nl ≤ Nr. All other cases can
be calculated in an equivalent manner due to symmetry.

Then, the total force that pulls the cell or colony in the
right direction is given by

Ftot = max
[
0,
(
−NlF

‖
l +NrF

‖
r

)
− β

(
NlF

⊥
l +NrF

⊥
r

)]
= max [0, NlFl (− sinα+ β cosα)

+ NrFr (sinα+ β cosα)] . (C6)

We connect the change of the position xc of the center of
the cell or colony to the length of the pili:

L̇
‖
l = L̇l sinα = ẋc, (C7)

L̇‖r = L̇r sinα = −ẋc, (C8)

where L
‖
l = Ll sinα and L

‖
r = Lr sinα are the pili con-

tours lengths, projected on the substrate. Then,

L̇l =
ẋc

sinα
, (C9)

L̇r = − ẋc

sinα
. (C10)

We can also express the velocity of the cell by considering
the translational mobility µt (see Eq. (A4)):

ẋc = µtFtot. (C11)

By considering the stalling of pili, we can define the force-
dependence of the change of the free length of pili (see
Eq. (1)) and get:

l̇l = −max

[
0, vret

(
1− Fl

Fs

)]
(C12)

and

l̇r = −max

[
0, vret

(
1− Fr

Fs

)]
, (C13)

with the retraction velocity vret and the stalling force
Fs. By calculating the time derivative of Eq. (C1) and
combining all these equations, we can write

Ḟl = kpiliµt max [0, NlFl (−1 + β cotα)

+ NrFr (1 + β cotα)]

+kpilivret max

[
0, 1− Fl

Fs

]
(C14)

and

Ḟr = −kpiliµt max [0, NlFl (−1 + β cotα)

+ NrFr (1 + β cotα)]

+kpilivret max

[
0, 1− Fr

Fs

]
(C15)

Together with the initial conditions

Fl(0) = 0 and Fr(0) = 0 (C16)

we can solve this system of ordinary differential equa-
tions. Therefore, we assume that the length of the pilus
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is very long, such that we can neglect cases in which it
would reach the free length ll < 0 or lr < 0. Additionally,
we will assume that the angle α is constant.

In the following, we will compute the forces for the
stationary state different configurations (Nl, Nr). Here,
we will neglect the relaxation dynamics by assuming that
pili are infinitely stiff. Then, we can solve the system of
equations

0 = Ḟl(Fl, Fr), (C17)

0 = Ḟr(Fl, Fr). (C18)

1. Pili only on one side

First, pili are only attached to the right side so that
we need to solve

0 = −kpiliµt max [0, NrFr (1 + β cotα)]

+kpilivret max

[
0, 1− Fr

Fs

]
. (C19)

The solution is given by

Fr =

{
Fs

1+
FsµtNr
vret

(1+β cotα)
if (1 + β cotα) ≥ 0

Fs if (1 + β cotα) < 0
. (C20)

The velocity of the cell is then given by

v =

{
µtNrF

‖
r if (1 + β cotα) ≥ 0

0 if (1 + β cotα) < 0

=

{
µtNrFr sinα if (1 + β cotα) ≥ 0

0 if (1 + β cotα) < 0
. (C21)

2. Similar number of pili on two sides

In the case of equal number N of pili on both sides,
the forces on both sides are equal Fl = Fr = F and we
get

0 = kpiliµt max [0, 2NFβ cotα]

+kpilivret max

[
0, 1− F

Fs

]
. (C22)

Due to cotα < 0, this simplifies to

0 = kpilivret max

[
0, 1− F

Fs

]
. (C23)

Thus, the pili on both sides will reach the stalling force:

Fl(Nl = N,Nr = N) = Fs (C24)

and

Fr(Nl = N,Nr = N) = Fs. (C25)

Here, it is important to note that the forces are no longer
dependent on the number of pili. Additionally, the ve-
locity of the cell is v = 0.

3. Different number of pili on two sides

For an unequal case of pili binding on both sides of the
cell, we need to solve

0 = kpiliµt max [0, NlFl (−1 + β cotα) +NrFr (1 + β cotα)]

+kpilivret max

[
0, 1− Fl

Fs

]
(C26)

and

0 = −kpiliµt max [0, NlFl (−1 + β cotα) +NrFr (1 + β cotα)]

+kpilivret max

[
0, 1− Fr

Fs

]
. (C27)

Importantly, these equations are correct for the case
Nr > Nl. For the steady state we assume that the cell
or colony is trapped between the pili of both sides and
thus, none of the pili continue to retract. Thus, we can
state that Fl ≥ Fs and Fr ≥ Fs. Then, the two equations
simplify to

0 = max [0, NlFl (−1 + β cotα) +NrFr (1 + β cotα)] .
(C28)

This is fulfilled, if

Fl ≥
Nr

Nl
Fr

1 + β cotα

1− β cotα
. (C29)

When we start from the initial condition Fl(0) = 0 and
Fr(0) = 0 and assume that for Nl < Nr we always have
Fl(t) ≥ Fr(t), it is clear that the dynamics only end if

Fr = Fs. (C30)

Additionally, there is no trajectory for which Fl could
exceed the lower limit given by Eq. (C29), unless it is
lower than the stalling force. Thus, we can write

Fl = max

[
Fs, Fs

Nr

Nl

1 + β cotα

1− β cotα

]
. (C31)

If pili are attached to both sides of the cell or colony, the
velocity v is set to zero.

Appendix D: Mean first passage time of attached
pili on one side of a cell

For this model, we assume that a cell has pili attached
to one side only. In total, it possesses N pili. If a cell pos-
sesses n attached pili, the rate for binding to a substrate
is given by Katt(N − n) with the single pilus attachment
rate Katt. The detachment rate is given by Kdetn with
the single pilus detachment rate Kdet and the rate to
move over the attached pili is given by nv/l with the
mean pili length l and the cell velocity v.

Initially, a cell has n0 pili attached, with

n0 =
Katt

Katt +Kdet + v
l

N. (D1)
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FIG. 13. Mean first passage time for leaving the state of pili
attached to one side only by the detachment of all pili. Here,
we only consider the fast parameter set with Katt = 1.95 Hz
and Kdet = 1.12 Hz. Here, the detachment rate results from
Table II by neglecting any pulling forces. Additionally, the
cell velocity is given by v = 2 µm/s and the mean pili length
is given by latt = 0.59 µm.

The Smoluchowski equation for the probability p(n, t) for
this random walk is given by

∂p(n, t)

∂t
= − ∂

∂n
[A(n)p(n, t)] +

1

2

∂2

∂n2
[B(n)p(n, t)] ,

(D2)
with

A(n) = Katt(N − n)−Kdetn−
v

l
n (D3)

and

B(n) = Katt(N − n) +Kdetn+
v

l
n. (D4)

From [58] it follows for the mean first passage time T to
hit the point where 0 pili are attached

T =

∫ n0

0

dy exp [Φ (y)]

∫ N

y

dx exp [−Φ (x)]
2

B(x)
(D5)

with

Φ(x) = −
∫ x

0

dy
2A(y)

B(y)
(D6)

= −
2
[
K2

att −
(
Kdet + v

l

)2]
x(

Katt −
(
Kdet + v

l

))2
−

4Katt

(
Kdet + v

l

)
N ln

(
1 + x

N

(Kdet+
v
l )−Katt

Katt

)
(
Katt −

(
Kdet + v

l

))2 .

We numerically solve Eq. (D5) and find that it is in-
creasing exponentially for increasing pili number N , as
shown in Fig. 13.

FIG. 14. Sketch of the change of angles for the random
walker. The walker changes with probability q/2 its direction
with the angle ∆φ or−∆φ and with the probability (1− q0)/2
in the direction π −∆φ or −(π −∆φ), starting from its cur-
rent direction (black arrow).

Appendix E: Mapping a one-dimensional random
walk to two dimensions

In the following, we want to connect the results of the
one-dimensional stochastic model to the motion over a
two-dimensional substrate. Therefore, we consider a ran-
dom walk that moves with a fixed velocity v0, motivated
by the maximal characteristic velocity of pilus retraction.
For every step, the random walker changes it direction ei-
ther with the angle ∆φ or −∆φ. Additionally, it switches
its direction with the probability q, changing its direction
with the angle π −∆φ or −(π −∆φ). This stochastic
process is visualized in Fig. 14. The probability distri-
bution to change the angle at the step i, P (φi), is given
by

P (φi) =
q

2
δ (φi −∆φ) +

q

2
δ (φi + ∆φ)

+
1− q

2
δ [φi − (π −∆φ)]

+
1− q

2
δ [φi + (π −∆φ)] (E1)

with the Dirac delta function δ(x). We assume that the
time step t0 is very small, so that q . 1. Then, the di-
rection of motion after N steps is given by

φ =

N∑
i=1

φi (E2)

where N = τ/t0 at the time τ . For a constant velocity of
the walker, the velocity autocorrelation function is then
given by

Cv(τ) = 〈v(t+ τ)v(t)〉t
= v2

0〈e(t+ τ)e(t)〉t
= v2

0〈cosφ(τ)〉 (E3)
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with the velocity vector v(t) = v0e(t). With the proba-
bility given in Eq. (E1) we then find

〈cosφ(τ)〉 =

∫ ∞
−∞

dφ1 P (φ1)...

∫ ∞
−∞

dφN P (φN ) cos [φ]

(E4)
and the velocity autocorrelation function

Cv(τ) = v2
0 [(2q − 1) cos ∆φ]

τ
t0 . (E5)

Finally, the diffusion coefficient is given by

D =
1

2

∫ ∞
0

dτ ′ Cv(τ ′)

= − v2
0t0

2 [ln (2q − 1) + ln (cos ∆φ)]
. (E6)

Next, we want to connect this result to the predictions
of the theoretical models describing the pili-mediated mo-
tion of single cells. We will test whether we can explain
the differences of the scaling of D(N) that we observe in
the stochastic model and the three-dimensional model.
In Fig. 6b, we were showing that the characteristic time
τc of the motion of individual cells follows:

τc ∝ exp

(
N

N0

)
(E7)

with the pili number N and the characteristic pili number
N0 in the stochastic model for the fast parameter set. We
now interpret this time as the time it takes the walker to
switch its direction. Then, the probability to not switch

direction within the time interval t0, assuming that the
direction swapping can be explained by a Poisson process,
is given by

q = exp

(
− t0
τc

)
. (E8)

We assume that the characteristic velocity v0 is not a
function of N , but the time t0, corresponding to the time
it takes until the next pilus attaches to a substrate, is as
follows

t0 ∝
1

N
. (E9)

Additionally, if N − 1 pili are attached in one direction
of the cell and one further pilus attaches, the change of
the angle can be approximated by

∆φ ∝ 1

N
(E10)

based on the observation that the number of attached pili
is linearly proportional to the number of pili of a cell (see
Fig. 6a and 7a). Then, for high pili numbers N →∞,
the diffusion coefficient fulfills the scaling

D ∝ N (E11)

and is no longer exponential. If we ignore the direction
switching by setting q = 1, we also find D ∝ N , if on
the other side we ignore the rotational diffusion and set
∆φ = 0, we find D ∝ eN/N0 .
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FIG. S1. Pili-number dependence of an in silico colony as calculated from the stochastic model for sliding
friction coefficients β = 0.8. Data for trajectories of the fast parameter. (a) Mean number of attached pili as a function of
the total number of pili. (b) Characteristic time τc as a function of the total pili number. (c) Characteristic velocity vc as a
function of the total pili number. (d) Diffusion coefficient D as a function of the pili number.

FIG. S2. Pili-number dependence of an in silico colony as calculated from the three-dimensional model for
sliding friction coefficients β = 0.8. Data for trajectories of the fast parameter. (a) Mean number of attached pili as a
function of the total number of pili. (b) Characteristic time τc as a function of the total pili number. (c) Characteristic velocity
vc as a function of the total pili number. (d) Diffusion coefficient D as a function of the pili number.
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FIG. S3. Maximal colony size as a function of the sliding coefficient β. For colonies of sizes larger than Rmax, a colony
will not be able to move for the fast parameter set, as predicted by the calculations of Appendix B and Appendix C.
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